
Stay weird, Stay different



BRAND INTRODUCTION

UOOYAA is a creative brand full of artistic sense and

imagination, expressing the attitude of young people‘s

lifestyles through interesting design. If we regard UOOYAA as

a girl, then she is a genuine, captivating, fashionable girl.



COMPANY VISION

Nowadays, “The niche has transformed into mass, the personality into commonality,”

In the future, the backbone of the fashion market will be brands which can successfully combine

the demand of personalised products with business operations.

UOOYAA adapts to this market trend and shows up with a clear brand attitude. It focuses on the

products and the brand itself, advocating the values of, “freedom, openness and sharing,” to

build a lively and creative environment.

UOOYAA cultivates a myriad of outstanding creative brands, meanwhile, it trains a group of

outstanding designers and creators.

Our dream is bringing beautiful things to the world instead mass-producing the same-old same-old.



UOOYAA was established in October 2013 and the first store is located in

Shanghai Xintiandi. Over the past five years, due to it’s unique and accurate

brand positioning, great products and creative marketing movements in most of

high-end shopping malls in the first-tier and provincial capital cities, the brand

earned a reputation in the fashion industry and built a leading position among

up-and-coming brands.

OPERATION CONDITION



Existing stores and key upcoming stores by the end of November 2019

上海久光

上海来福士

上海新天地时尚

北京朝阳大悦城

北京老佛爷

北京SKP

深圳海岸城

杭州大厦

杭州武林银泰

南京德基

EXISTING  STORES UPCOMING STORES

SHOP SITUATION

哈尔滨远大

石家庄北国

成都春熙王府井

重庆万象城

武汉国际广场

厦门SM广场

西安赛格

重庆北城天街

沈阳万象城

济南恒隆广场

TO BE CONTINUED

……

上海IAPM

北京三里屯

上海七宝万科

深圳华强北茂业

重庆南坪协信

徐州金鹰

济南万象城

成都太古里

TO BE CONTINUED

……



Ali Baba Women's Brand Rankings



北京君太百货
Grand Pacific Mall

SHOP SHOW



杭州大厦
Hangzhou Tower

SHOP SHOW



上海 ·新天地时尚
Shanghai Xintiandi Stlye

SHOP SHOW



上海 ·新天地时尚
Shanghai Xintiandi Stlye

SHOP SHOW



西安 ·赛格国际购物中心
Xian SAGA International Shopping Mall

SHOP SHOW



杭州 ·湖滨银泰IN77

SHOP SHOW

Hangzhou intime in77



The company strictly controls the number of its brick-and-mortar shops, ensuring

that most of the shops are in benchmark shopping malls of first-tier and provincial

capital cities.

In addition to the outstanding achievements, we also rethink the mission of exitant

stores, which is transforming from a sales orientation to the delivery of brand

attitude and experiential services.

The company has also made significant adjustments to the store's operating

system, responsibility distribution, etc. Instead of only being a place for selling

goods, brick-and-mortar locations become a space for brands and customers to

communicate and interact with each other.

BRICK & MORTAR LOCATION MISSION



The company is fully committed to supporting the growth of designers. Through the

fusion of internal product lines, we cultivate more product lines, at the same time, each

product line has an individual team which operates independently. Gradually all the

lines form new creative brands.

At the same time, in order to enable designers more design experiment opportunities,

the company established two experimental shops named UOOYAA LAB in Beijing

Lafayette and Shanghai Xintiandi, so that the designers’ inspiration will be converted

into products in the market.

DESIGNER SUPPORT



UOOYAA is composed of a group of young

people who are eccentric, creative and

audacious. Just like themselves, UOOYAA is

cheerful, humorous, freedom-loving and

adventurous. They hope to spread the

UOOYAA spirit to each person with an

UOOYAA attitude through each garment and

their own effort.

CREATIVE TEAM



From the beginning, UOOYAA puts brand’s attitude at the vanguard

Through product, marketing, service, vision, and more.

Dedicated to creating a brand attitude-oriented operating system

BRAND ATTITUEDE



FREEDOM

COURAGEOUSNESS

PLAYFULNESS

REALNESS

CURIOSITY



全年4大主题，约600个SKU

PRODUCT COLLECTIONS



overcoat dress sweater skirt pants shirt

2000-5000 1500-3000 800-2000 1000-2000 800-2000 800-1500

RMB

PRICE RANGE



Tropical Jungle -

CAMPAIGN

2014 SPRING



- African Tribe -

CAMPAIGN

2014 SUMMER



CAMPAIGN

2014 FALL



- 女子擒拿术 -

CAMPAIGN

2015 SPRING/SUMMER



- Peony Pavilion -

CAMPAIGN

2016 SPRING/SUMMER



CAMPAIGN

2016 FALL/WINTER

- Woodstock -



2017 SPRING/SUMMER

- Palace of Culture -

CAMPAIGN



- Dallas Girl -

CAMPAIGN

2017 FALL/WINTER



2018 SPRING/SUMMER

- Alice In Wonderland -

CAMPAIGN



2018 FALL/WINTER

- Beijing Youth-

CAMPAIGN



RUNWAY

- Beijing Youth-



RUNWAY

- Chinatown-



COOPERATION WITH CELEBRITIES： UOOYAA with her friends



COOPERATION WITH CELEBRITIES： UOOYAA with her friends



- 2017 ▪ Marketing movement in WeChat on May 1st -

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING



- 2017 ▪ Marketing movement in WeChat on Chinese Valentine’s day  -

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING



- 2017 ▪ KOL cooperation on WeChat -

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING



2016 SUMMER ‘I want to sleep with you’ collection

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING



2017 SPRING/SUMMER ‘Youth’ collection

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING



Chinatown Community

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING



Chinatown Community

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING



MARKETING



2016 FALL/WINTER ‘Get Retro Together’ collection

MARKETING



2017 SPRING/SUMMER ‘Palace of Culture’ collection

MARKETING



• KOL Cherry Gun• Fashion blogger 

Lynn Yaeger

• Fashion blogger 

YangfanJame

播放媒体 ：微博 秒拍

浏览量：29万

• China's next top 

model  Pang ying

The exhibition of ‘Palace of Culture’ collection attracts fashion crowd

MARKETING

•Fashion blogger Lyn Slater           

& KOL Li10



Beijing Institute Of Fashion Technology | Fashion design

China Europe International Business School   | EMBA

Yin Jianxia 尹剑侠

The founder of UOOYAA

FOUNDER OF UOOYAA



Play with heart, play with fun



THANK YOU


